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ABSTRACT

Background: Approximately 10-20% of individuals who sustain a concussion will experience post-concussion syndrome, defined as symptomology beyond the traditional 7-10-day concussion recovery period. A particular area of symptomology, sensory processing deficits was explored in this study to ascertain the prevalence of these deficits along with possible associations with QOL and everyday functional outcomes.

Methods: This study was a prospective, cross-sectional, quantitative study using a consecutive and convenience sampling model. The research participants were recruited from an outpatient occupational therapy program at an academic medical center. Normative data from two different sensory processing outcome tools were used in the analysis. Results: The total sample size was N=28 which included (n=9) males and (n=19) females. Research participants exhibited statistically mean differences in all four quadrants of the ASP (p<0.000) and half of the subgroups for the ASPS when comparing these sensory processing outcome tools to the normative data associated with each outcome tool. There were some levels of moderate to strong correlations between the results from the sensory processing outcome tools and the QOL and everyday function outcome tools. For the ASP outcome tool there was a moderate (r= - .356, p=0.810), negative correlation between the sensory sensitivity ASP quadrant and the SLWS and a strong positive correlation between this ASP quadrant and the FSE (r=.690, p<0.000). ASPS results indicate a range of correlation coefficients from (r=.280-.628) for the five ASPS subgroups and the FSE outcome measure. 80% (n=4) of these subgroups had a moderate to strong positive coefficient. Conclusion: Individuals experiencing post-concussion syndrome may be experiencing greater amounts of
sensory processing dysfunction as compared to normative population data. The results also suggest that there may be some correlation between the presence of sensory processing dysfunction and QOL and everyday function.

**Key Words**

Concussion

Sensory Processing

Mild Traumatic Brain Injury (MTBI)
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Based upon estimates from the Center for Disease Control, approximately 1.6 to 3.8 million sports related concussions (SRCs) occur among athletes annually (Daneshaver, Nowinski, McKee, & Cantu, 2011). This number appears to be an underestimation due to the underreporting of sport concussions (Halstead & Walter, 2010). The total number of individuals sustaining a concussion in the United States annually is closer to over 5 million when non-sports related concussions are added to this total (McCrory et al., 2013). Recently, concussions have been classified as the mildest subset of mild traumatic brain injury (MTBI) and have been defined as a closed head injury due to either a direct blow to or a shaking of the head by an impulsive force, resulting in transient alteration in mental status and brain function (Echemendia, 2006; McCory et al., 2013; Lincoln et al., 2011).

MTBI has been called a silent epidemic because `many of the acute and enduring alterations in cognitive, motor and somatosensory functions may not be readily apparent to external observers (Laskowski, Creed, & Raghupahti, 2015). MTBI has been defined as a closed acute brain injury resulting from mechanical energy to the head from forces with the following; confusion or disorientation and/or loss of consciousness for 30 minutes of less and/or post traumatic amnesia for less than 24 hours and other transient neurological abnormalities, such as focal signs, seizures and intracranial lesions not
requiring surgery, Glasgow Coma Scale of 13-15 about 30 minutes after injury, and exclusion of other physical or mental causes (Holm, Cassidy, Carroll, & Borg, 2005). MTBI results from a complex pathophysiological process affecting the brain from an impulsive force transmitted to the head, face, neck or other region of the body (McCrorry et al., 2013). During MTBI, linear and rotational accelerations of the brain occur relative to the skull, producing pressure and shear forces throughout the delicate brain tissue (Meaney & Smith, 2011). Despite the label of mild, MTBI injuries directly and negatively impact neurological functioning for individuals and have been found to be associated with cognitive, physical, psychological, and social dysfunction resulting in significant disability (Bay & Mclean, 2007). Unfortunately, as the literature suggests despite an array of deficits in function, individuals with MTBI usually present with an absence of structural lesions using conventional neuro-imaging techniques which continues to create difficulty among health care providers in identifying a proper diagnosis and thus proper clinical management (Holli et al., 2010).

Concussions are the most frequently classified types of MTBI and have been receiving increased attention both from the medical community and the media due to the increase in reporting of SRCs. Although categorized as the mildest form of MTBI, recent studies have demonstrated long-term alterations following concussions may be more severe than previously thought (Chamard, Lefebve, Lassonde, & Theoret, 2016). In regard to gender, females have nearly twice the rate of reported concussions compared to males with some variations in self-reporting symptoms (Dick, 2009; Lincoln el al., 2011). This increase in concussion awareness has resulted in increased reporting of concussions throughout our health care system and thus increased health care
interventions. Individuals sustaining a concussion may have a wide spectrum of clinical signs and symptoms including psychological distress, cognitive impairment, somatic symptoms, physical impairments, nausea, and other neurological symptoms (Mustafi et al., 2018). According to the literature loss of consciousness occurs in about 10% of concussions (Meehan, Hemecourt, & Comstock, 2010; Mansell et al., 2010).

Of particular concern to health care providers and individuals who have sustained a concussion is a condition called post-concussion syndrome (PCS). Individuals diagnosed with this condition often experience persistent post-concussion symptoms. These symptoms continue beyond the traditional 7-10-day concussion recovery period (Marar, McIvian, & Fields, 2012; Makdissi et al., 2010). Symptoms usually encompass somatic, physical, cognitive and affective complaints, as well as patients commonly reporting headache, dizziness, difficulty concentrating, depression and anxiety (Wojcik, 2014). There appears to be both psychological and structural components to post-concussion syndrome, as patients with a history of migraines, depression or anxiety are more likely to experience post-concussive disorder after sustaining a concussion (Cantu & Register-Mihalik, 2011). While the majority of concussions resolve within 7-10 days, in some instance’s symptoms can persist for weeks, months or years beyond the initial injury (Harmon et al., 2015). It is estimated that approximately 10%-20% of concussions do not resolved in this 7-10-day period of time and thus result in post-concussion syndrome (Chong & Schwedt, 2015). In the literature, specifically when a concussion injury transforms into a post-concussion syndrome is ill-defined and poorly understood. There are no exact guidelines except that the classification of post-concussion syndrome involves symptoms and signs that last for weeks to months after the incident
(Jotwani & Harmon, 2010; McCrory, 2009). This lack of diagnostic clarity and consensus for PCS has resulted in confusion among patients and health care providers in regard to proper identification and clinical management of these individuals.

In summary the prevalence of MTBI continues to have a significant impact among the overall population with the Centers for Disease Control estimating that 2% of our population (not including our wounded warriors) currently live with MTBI sequela and disabilities, at a huge cost to the health care system during the acute care phase and more so from long term medical and rehabilitative care (Griffin, 2011). Overall, the fiscal impact that MTBI has on society is staggering, with direct and indirect costs associated with MTBI exceeding 26.4 billion annually (Coronado et al., 2011). A significant portion of this amount is associated with reportable concussions while the actual amounts associated with concussions are probably much higher due to initial underreporting of this injury (McCrory et al., 2013). Concussion, the most common type of MTBI is recognized as a worldwide problem affecting millions of athletes and non-athletes a year (Langlois, Rutland-Brown, & Wald, 2006).

**Problem/Purpose of Study**

The significant short- and long-term impact that concussions have on individuals and society and the recent increase in societal attention and clinical reporting of such occurrences indicates a need to increase scientific inquiry into this condition. The American Medical Society supports such scientific inquiry in their position paper, with Harmon et al. (2013) suggesting additional research is needed to validate current assessment tools, delineate the role of neuropsychology testing and improve the
identification of those at risk for prolonged post-concussive symptoms or other long-term complications. In addition, given the collection of anecdotal evidence by this investigator, that individuals who sustain concussions may experience additional unique deficits in sensory processing, further investigation into this clinical condition seems warranted. Such sensory processing impairments can affect all aspects of an individual’s function in activities of daily living (Figure 1). According to self-reported unpublished data these individuals also sometimes lack the awareness and knowledge that they may be experiencing sensory processing dysfunction and thus can suffer for months and even years before a clinician identifies these deficits. As far as this investigator is aware the clinical identification of global sensory processing deficits resulting from neurological damage to the brain in the adult concussion population has not been clinically substantiated in the scientific community. It is believed that a scientific approach to exploring sensory processing in the concussion population could result in important clinical information that has the potential to create a better understanding and improved identification of this phenomena, along with creating new clinical rehabilitation protocols for the clinical management and rehabilitation of individuals experiencing sensory processing deficits following a concussion.
**Primary Research Question and Hypothesis**

**RQ1**: Do individuals with a diagnosis of post-concussion experience greater amounts of sensory processing dysfunction as compared to the normal population?

**Primary Ha1**: Individuals with a diagnosis of post-concussion will experience greater sensory processing dysfunction as compared to the normal population.

**Secondary Research Question and Hypothesis**

**RQ2**: Is there a relationship between scores on the sensory processing assessments and the scores on the assessments designed to measure quality of life and everyday function in a post-concussion population?
Secondary Ha2: There is a relationship between scores on the sensory processing assessments and the scores on the assessments designed to measure quality of life and everyday function in a post-concussion population

Conceptual Theoretical Framework

The sensory structures of the human brain including both subcortical and cortical areas are quite susceptible to damage following concussions. Such damage can occur in both white and grey matter. Compelling evidence suggests that such damage could be the etiology of sensory system dysfunction in individuals who have sustained concussions. (Alwis, Johnstone, Yan, & Rajan, 2013). Specifically, such sensory system dysfunction can include deficits in sensory processing, which as previously outlined, can impact all areas of function for individuals who have sustained a concussion (Figure 2). The ability to rapidly perceive, integrate, organize and respond to incoming sensory information is critical to adaptive functioning and successful performance in all aspect of activities of daily living. As Johnstone et al. (2015) highlights significant amounts of research investigating the underpinnings of various deficits that occur after concussions have focused on cognitive and emotional disturbances, whereas the sensory system has been largely ignored. These authors suggest that given the extent to which we rely on sensory information to conduct motor, cognitive and social activities, the effects of concussion on sensory systems should be explored and considered when interpreting post-concussion deficits.
Figure 2. Conceptual Theoretical Framework

- Increased reporting and societal attention on concussions
- Pathophysiology of concussions
- Evidence suggests sensory brain structures can be susceptible to damage during concussions
- Evidence suggests damage to such structures may adversely impact sensory processing
- Silent Epidemic
- Diffuse Axonal Injury
- Impaired Sensory Processing Impact on Function
- Thalamus Corpus Callosum Cortical Areas
Chapter II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

**Pathophysiology of Concussion**

The human brain is comprised of over 100 billion neurons functioning in a complex hierarchical and stratified manner (Bear, Conners, & Paradiso, 2007). There are two types of tissue located in the brain, grey and white matter. Grey matter, which has a pinkish grey color in the living brain contains cell bodies, dendrites and axon terminals of neurons, glial cells and capillaries. This is where all the synaptic activity occurs between neurons. White matter is made of axons connecting different parts of the grey matter to each other. Myelin, which acts as an insulator, increases the speed of transmission of nerve cells and gives the white matter its white color. Generally, grey matter is the tissue on the outer surface of the cerebral hemispheres along with some located inside the hemispheres. White matter is generally located inside the hemispheres.

It has been suggested that the pathophysiology of concussion can be categorized as a neurometabolic cascade including complex ionic, metabolic and pathophysiology events which is accompanied by microscope axonal damages (Baarkhoudarian, Hovada, & Giza, 2016). Primary diffuse axonal injury (DAI) is thought to be triggered by the inertial forces of trauma to the brain, resulting in subsequent structural and
subcellular changes within the axon cylinder (Buki & Povlishock, 2006; Creed, DiLeonardi, Fox, Tessler, & Raghupathi, 2011). This microstructural damage to the axon is believed to create disruption of both anterograde and retrograde transport resulting in eventual edema in contiguous axons with secondary axotomy (Creed et al., 2011). Such axotomy and eventual lysis and breakdown of damaged axons following trauma may result in accumulating plaque thus interfering with synaptic functioning (Messe et al., 2010). This classical understanding of DAI as morphologically altered axons due to impaired transport may represent just one pathological subset of damaged axons. Morphologically intact axons with disrupted physiology may also contribute to the pathological milieu leading to clinical dysfunction across a wide range of injury severities including concussions (Johnson, Stewart, & Smith, 2013). A multitude of diverse secondary chemical and ionic cascades detrimental to axons have been investigated following concussion. For example, ionic imbalance after axonal trauma is thought to play a central role in post-injury in both axonal degeneration and the persistent dysfunction of otherwise intact axons (Johnson et al., 2013). In addition to such axonal white matter damage, grey matter damage has been observed in neuro-imaging studies supporting the premise that both morphological and structural connectivity analysis can yield complimentary data, with the former usually evaluating changes in grey matter density and thickness and the latter giving a measure of white matter integrity (Dean, Sato, Vieria, McNamara, & Sterr, 2015).

Concussion can have both short- and long-term clinical sequela that can adversely affect all components of daily functioning for individuals who sustain such injuries. The study of concussion using traditional neuroimaging techniques including computer
topography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have produced very limited amounts of information specifying the actual brain damage following concussion (Shenton et al., 2012). Recently, the use of new neuroimaging techniques including diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and BOLD resting-state functional MRI (rs-fMRI) has shown promise in providing evidence of structural damage to the brain by measuring the movement of water within the brain and levels of blood oxygenation.

Two commonly reported DTI metrics are fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD). FA is a measure of the relative directionality of water diffusion in the brain, which is organized and specific in healthy individuals (Harmon et al., 2013). FA is a scalar measure that ranges from 0 to 1 with 0 being completely isotropic, meaning the water diffuses equally in all directions and 1 depicting the most extreme anisotropic scenario in which water molecules are diffusing along a single axis (Shenton et al., 2012). MD, the second most common measure, is different from FA in that it measures the average distance a water molecule traverses within a given observation time (Delouche et al., 2016). MD measures the overall non-directional mobility of water within the brain. The quantification of pathology using DTI is based on measures that calculate the amount or restriction of water movement in the brain, which is determined to a large extent by the tissue being measured. FA and MD are frequently observed to be inversely related (Niogi & Mukherjee, 2010). In regards to the relationship between FA and healthy white and grey matter, the FA value in grey matter is usually close to 0 secondary to the direction of water being isotropic whereas in white matter the water is free along the axons but restricted perpendicular to the axons, and therefore more anisotropic with FA being closer to 1 (Shenton et al., 2012).
Rs-fMRI uses paradigm specific brain activation patterns that are inferred by subtracting task-based brain activation from baseline brain activity (Greicius et al., 2002). This creates a measurement of functional connectivity with the brain that can be objectively analyzed. Unlike DTI rs-fMRI can image grey matter along with some aspects of white matter. Majority of the concussion literature using this technique has focused on specific neuronal tracks called the default-mode-network (DMN) (Zhou et al., 2012). This network includes the medial prefrontal, medial temporal, posterior cingulate and parietal area of the cerebral cortex.

Most studies using DTI neuroimaging supports the findings that both FA and MD have been shown to change after concussion suggesting axonal white matter damage (Chong & Schwedt, 2015). DTI, however, is somewhat non-specific and it is not clear whether disruptions in FA and MA are the result of damage to axonal membranes, myelin sheath, microtubules, neurofilaments or other white matter factors (Shenton et al., 2012). Specific studies by (Lancaster et al., 2016; Tremblay et al., 2014; Mustafi et al., 2017) have all shown changes in fractional anisotropy following concussion though how these changes correlate with clinical measures of injury and recovery have yet to be universally substantiated. Research supports these findings in both acute studies and long-term studies. Lange et al. (2015), in a recent study, examined a subset of patients experiencing post-concussion symptoms approximately 6-8 weeks following a concussion. The researchers used a control group with no history of concussion and two concussion groups based upon ICD-10 criteria for PCS and PCS absent. For the specific DTI outcomes there were no significant differences in FA and MD when comparing the PSC-present and the PSC absent groups. However, there were
significant differences \( (p = 0.005) \) in MD when comparing the PCS-present and control groups thus suggesting a correlation between the presence of post-concussion symptoms and severity of brain damage. In another acute longitudinal study by Meier et al. (2016) the investigators found increases in FA during DTI for a group of concussed collegiate athletes at one day, one week and one-month post-concussion relative to a demographically matched sample of healthy collegiate athletes.

Although there appears to be some level of consensus among researchers that microscopic whiter matter damage is prevalent and may be the cause of the functional deficits experienced by individuals with a concussion, one exception to this is in the results from a study by Ilvesmaki et al. (2014). This study demonstrated no significant differences in white matter changes using DTI when comparing individuals with MTBI and control individuals. These researchers suggested that although many studies have reported white matter changes in individuals with history of MTBI, conclusions from these studies must be viewed with caution secondary to significant methodological differences and difficulty in controlling confounding variables such as temporal variables, sample sizes, patient characteristics including pre-injury health factors and differing DTI analysis techniques. In this study by Ilvesmaki et al. (2014) the researcher’s goal was to reduce or eliminate as many confounding variables as possible through stringent inclusion and exclusion criteria. The researchers performed subgroup analysis based on injury severity characteristics for all 75 individuals with MTBI comparing them to 40 control subjects. This analysis was performed for three different severity measures; loss of consciousness for greater than 5 minutes, post-traumatic
amnesia greater than 3 hours, complicated MTBI with trauma-related structural abnormality on traditional neuroimaging.

As with the outline DTI studies, many rs-fMRI studies examining the brain in the concussion population indicates abnormal functional connectivity in certain areas of the brain specifically the DMN. For example several studies indicate a pattern of abnormal frontal hyper-connectivity and posterior hypo-connectivity in concussed patients (Borich, Babul, & Huang et al., 2014; Johnson, Zhang, & Gay et al., 2012) A study by Borich et al. (2012) found alterations with the DMN including abnormalities in connectivity with the frontoparietal areas of the cortex in a group of adolescent athletes that were imaged less than 2 months post-concussion. These authors suggest that such alterations is likely indicates pathophysiological disturbances in response to the concussion injury. Similar to DTI concussion studies, researchers using rs-fMRI have noted that there is an inherent variability in concussion neurological pathophysiology and that temporal variable of concussion-to-imagining greatly influences certain validity of concussion neuroimaging studies particularly the generalization of certain findings (Narayana, 2017; Chong & Schwedt, 2015).

In a recent review by Chong and Schwedt (2015) of the concussion literature on DTI and rs-fMRI studies it was revealed that the majority of the recent concussion and DTI studies reported some level of DTI abnormalities although their anatomical location did not always converge. The authors of this review also suggest that the lack of convergence is not surprising given the heterogeneity of brain injuries as well as the variability in these studies between time of injury and DTI scan. These authors highlight the importance of the “concussion-to-imaging- interval” as an important variable to keep
in mind when comparing neuroimaging and concussion studies. These authors conclude that with the use of more modern research approaches including the use of tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) more recent studies have shown some consistency demonstrating increased RD and MD in the concussion population indicating consistent white matter damage.

Functional Implications of Neuro-Anatomical Structural & Functional Connectivity Changes Following MTBI

The significance of both white and grey matter structural changes in concussion is substantial. Traditionally, as previously outlined, white matter damage particularly DAI is thought to be the primary mechanism of injury in concussion whereas grey matter damage is more associated with a more severe TBI (Dean et al., 2015). This does not suggest that individuals sustaining a concussion do not experience both white and grey matter damage. Reduced prefrontal grey matter concentration has been observed in the acute stage of concussion in previous studies using rs-fMRI (Churchill et al., 2017). One recent long term study by Dean et al. (2015) found both grey and white matter alterations when comparing individuals with concussion to a control group with no history of head injury post greater than one year. Specifically, subtle damage to the left frontal and right mid frontal gyrus was observed along with grey matter changes in the precuneus, medial temporal and inferior parietal lobe. Of particular interest was an association between PCS symptom reporting and reduced grey matter which has rarely
been reported in the literature in contrast to the frequency of white matter damage and PCS reporting. This finding supports other research by Ling, Klimaj, Toulouse, & Mayer (2013) that found changes in the superior frontal cortex was associated with cognitive and emotional complaints by individuals with PCS.

It is suggested that such alterations in brain tissue results in the diverse neurological and psychological symptoms that post-concussion individuals experience (Smits et al., 2011). The categorization of functional deficits following concussion include; cognitive, emotional, physical, psychological, visual, vestibular, and sensory. Of particular interest to this investigator is the involvement of the sensory processing system and how concussion affects this system. Not all individuals who sustain such injury will experience any or all of these deficits. While, it would be impossible to summarize the extensive amount of research on concussion and the resulting deficits particularly in the area of neuropsychology in this document the following examples are provided to highlight some major neuro-anatomical structures and their proposed involvement in concussion and seeks to bridge the evidence supporting the theoretical framework of this proposed study.

One prominent area of the brain that is consistently highlighted in the concussion literature as being susceptible to damage is the corpus callosum (CC). Studies by (Warner et al., 2010; Messe et al., 2012; Rutgers et al., 2008; Smits et al., 2011; Singh, Jeong, Hwang, Sungkrant, & Gruen, 2010) all demonstrated FA and MD alterations in the CC using DTI in the concussion population. The CC is a structure that is allows the right and left hemispheres to communicate with one another. It is mainly comprised of white matter and the structure arches around the anterior horn of the lateral ventricles. It
is the largest fiber bundle in the human brain with over 300 million fibers (Hofer & Frahm, 2006). In a study by Hofer and Frahm (2006) using DTI technology, five segments of the CC were identified. These five segments contain fibers that project into the prefrontal, premotor and supplementary motor, primary motor, and primary sensory areas as well as into parietal, temporal and occipital cortical areas. Of particular interest is the role that the CC plays in relaying sensory information to the primary sensory and parietal cortical areas, and how this might be compromised in individuals who have sustained a concussion and the resulting impact on the brain’s ability to accurately process sensory information.

Another prominent area of the brain that has been highlighted in the literature as being susceptible to damage is the thalamus. The thalamus is a major relay and processing center for all types of sensory and motor information. There are two thalamic lobes, one in each hemisphere containing 26 pairs of nuclei (Hofer & Frahm, 2006). The thalamus is a complex deep grey matter mass consisting of many groups of nuclei and white matter bundles and is vulnerable to damage during sudden acceleration or deceleration movements during head trauma.

In a study by Lange et al. (2015) using DTI technology significant increases of MD were observed in the bilateral posterior thalamic radiations when comparing a concussion group with PCS to a control group without PCS. In addition, two studies by (Tang et al., 2011; Sours et al., 2015) examined the resting state networks of the thalamus in acute concussion patients. In the study by Tang et al. (2011) participants with a concussion where compared to a control group using rs-fMR. The concussion group demonstrated more abnormally distributed functional connectivity between
thalamic and cortical regions during resting state despite the absence of any lesions in the thalamic regions using conventional imaging. These researchers found a significant negative correlation between atypical thalamic resting state activity and neurocognitive testing adding to the argument that subtle changes in neurological physiology following concussion results in functional deficits for individuals. A study by Sours et al. (2015) examined resting state networks as well and found similar results. Specifically, comparing a group of individuals post-concussion with a group on non-concussed individuals these researchers found increased functional connectivity between thalamus and cortical regions associated with primary sensory processing and increased functional connectivity between the thalamus and the DMN.

Traditionally, the thalamus has been thought of mainly a relay station for virtually all sensory information about the external environment via the thalamocortical tract to the neocortex. (Tyll, Budinger, & Noesselt, 2011). This one-way communication now has been recently challenged and has been confirmed to be only part of the overall function of the thalamus. Several studies reveal a much more complex picture of thalamic function (Briggs & Usrey, 2008). Notably, thalamic neurons receive input from the cortex via the corticothalamic pathway thereby allowing the cortex to communicate continuously with the thalamus. Cortical-thalamic axons provide the predominant synaptic input to the sensory thalamus accounting for 30%-44% of all synapses that the thalamocortical cells receive, supporting this complex communication between the thalamus and cortex (Tyll, Budinger, & Noesselt, 2011). In a study by Crandell, Cruikshank, and Conners (2015) examining the somatosensory system of mice, this complex mechanism of cortical influence on the thalamus was found to be very dynamic
with both exhibitory and inhibitory components. As Cappe, Roullier, and Barone (2009) further highlight the evidence supports the presents of such highly specialized corticothalamic pathways providing feed forward projections from one cortical area to other cortical regions via the thalamus.

This supports the concept of thalamic involvement in not only relaying sensory information but in processing sensory stimuli which is vital for human functioning. Clearly, as the literature suggests the complexity of thalamic functioning yields a strong argument that certain amounts of sensory processing occurs not only in the sensory specific areas of the cortex but occurs at subcortical levels of the brain including the thalamus. As Tyll, Budinger, and Noesselt (2011) suggests several animal studies performed in various species identified thalamic nuclei based on their anatomical connections to structures of different sensory modalities, and based upon the multisensory response characteristics of these neurons suggest integration of multisensory information before the information has reached the neocortical areas. Cappe, Roullier, and Barone (2009) further highlight such cortical-thalamo-cortical routing is suitable for multisensory interplay and integration by a convergence of different modalities on the same thalamic nucleus, resulting in integrated sensory information being available to a target cortical region of the brain.

In conclusion, along with the CC and thalamic functional abnormalities following a concussion, somatosensory areas of the cortex are also susceptible to damage from a concussion although not as clearly delineated as related white matter structures (Dean, 2015). The sensory cortex is laminated in a very highly organized fashion with columns of cells in the grey matter stretching from the cortical surface to the white matter and
spanning cells across the laminae (Alwis et al., 2013). These areas of the brain are also significantly involved in sensory processing and can include the premotor cortex and much of the parietal lobe. For example, the premotor cortex is an area of multisensory integration secondary to being a zone of convergence of visual, auditory and somatosensory inputs (Graziano, 2001). In summary and consistent with the proposed theoretical framework of this proposed study, somatosensory areas of the cerebral cortex play a crucial role in sensory processing along with other proposed subcortical areas of the brain both being adversely affected by concussion.

**Sensory Processing**

Most species, including humans are equipped with highly specialized sensory systems that give them access to numerous types of information from their surrounding environment (Dione-Dostie, Paquette, Lassonde, & Gallagher, 2015). The human body possess eight sensory systems; visual, auditory, tactile, olfactory, gustatory, vestibular, proprioception and interoception. Humans experience two types of sensory experiences; unimodal and multi-sensory experiences. Unimodal experiences refer to sensory experiences derived solely from one sensory system whereas multi-sensory experiences include sensory information from two or more sensory systems. Most of the sensory experiences that humans experience are multi-sensory derived from a combination of information acquired through several sensory modalities often simultaneously (Su, Parham, 2014).
As previously outlined the human brain contains both sensory specific cortices and heteromodal areas where sensory interplay and functional integration occurs (Macaluso & Driver, 2005). This interplay is crucial for higher level sensory processing. For example, numerous functional MRI and EEG/MEG studies have shown that multi-sensory interplay can affect not only established multi-sensory convergence zones, but also brain areas and responses traditionally considered sensory specific (Driver & Noesselt, 2008). In fact some neuroscientists suggest that the entire neocortex is essentially multi-sensory (Ghazanfar & Schroeder, 2006).

Sensory processing refers to the way the nervous system receives messages from the senses and turns them into responses (Miller, Nielsen, Schoen, & Brett-Green, 2009). As an individual engages in life experiences the nervous system evolves and these experiences help shape the nervous system. As part of this process, a balance of habituation and sensitization must be developed to support appropriate adaptive behaviors to everyday environmental demands and sensory stimulus (Brown & Dunn, 2002). Considering that much of this processing occurs with multi-sensory information, the ability to process and integrate sensory information is a fundamental element of our successful engagement in our everyday environment allowing us identify stimulus and apply optimal behavioral responses. Clinically, the term sensory integration was first used by Ayres (1972) to identify a field of study related to individuals especially children with atypical responses to sensory stimulation. In neurosciences, sensory integration is used to specifically describe the combining of signals from two or more senses in the central nervous system (Calvert, Spence, & Stein, 2004). Ayres (1972) defined integration as the “interaction and coordination of two or more functions or processes in
a manner which enhances the adaptiveness of brain response” (pp. 25-26). She further defined the integrative process as filtering, organizing and integrating sensory information and did not specifically limit it to the combination of two or more senses. Thus her definition of sensory integration seem to give a much broader representation of sensory processing than just the integration of several senses, the definition often used by neuroscientists (Davies & Gavin, 2007). It has been suggested by Davies and Gavin (2007) that when conducting research on individuals who have difficulties with processing sensory information using the term sensory processing disorder (SPD) better captures all aspects of the deficits these individuals are experiencing.

(SP)D is a heterogeneous condition which includes 3 subcategories including sensory modulation disorder, sensory-based motor disorder and sensory discrimination disorder. Although a consensus on these subcategories is not unified in the scientific community these subcategories can be further divided into six subtypes (Miller, Anzalone, Lane, Cermak, & Osten, 2007). Individuals with the disorder have impaired responses to, processing of, and/or organization of sensory information that effects participation in functional daily life routines and activities (Miller, Nielsen, Schoen, & Brett-Green, 2009). Sensory modulation disorder (SMD), the most frequently cited of the three sub categories of SPD in the therapy literature is defined as difficulty in regulating and organizing the degree, intensity and nature of responses to sensory input in a graded and adaptive manner, allowing the individual to achieve and maintain optimal range of functional performance and to adapt to challenges in daily life (Miller & Lane, 2000).
Sensory modulation involves both a neurophysiological and behavioral component. Neurophysiologically, modulation involves balancing excitatory and inhibitory sensory inputs within the central nervous system (CNS) (Brown & Dunn, 2002). Modulation of input is accomplished through changes in synaptic transmission at the cellular level (Lane, Lynn & Reynolds, 2010). Behaviorally, modulation involves an individual's ability to regulate and organize responses reaction to sensory input in an adaptive way (Miller & Lane, 2000). Successful sensory modulation in the CNS involves a type of homeostasis, whereas the ability of the CNS to regulate the excitatory and inhibitory sensory signals from an individual’s internal and external environment. For example, the one of the functions of the thalamus is to filter sensory input and ensures that the other areas of the brain are not overwhelmed by sensations, and that the most pertinent sensory information is directed to the intended centers of the brain for further processing and integration. Interestingly, and related to theoretical framework of this proposed research, is the identification of the thalamus as a key area of the brain responsible for sensory modulation, particularly in the suppression of some sensations (Breedlove, Rosenzwig, & Watson, 2007). Damage to the thalamus could produce challenges for concussed individuals including, becoming overwhelmed by sensory stimuli or demonstrating difficulty in prioritizing which sensations, he or she should direct attention to.

The clinical presentation of SMD varies with considerable heterogeneity in symptomatology with three different subtypes' sensory over-responsivity, sensory under-responsivity and sensory seeking (James, Miller, Schaaf, Nielsen, & Schoen, 2011). Miller et al. (2007) define these subtypes as follows: Sensory over-responsive
refers to responding too much, for too long or to stimuli of weak intensity; Sensory under-responsive refers to responding too little, or needs extremely strong stimulation to become aware of the stimulus; Sensory seeking refers to responding with intense searching for more or stronger stimulus. An example of this can be seen clinically with an individual experiencing sensory over-responsivity. They may overreact to sensory stimuli, appear to have higher level of anxiety or arousal, or avoid certain sensory stimuli or environments altogether (Miller et al., 2007).

The majority of SPD scientific investigation and literature has focused on SPD and children. It is believed that SPD affects 5-16% of children within the general population (Ben-Sasson, Carter, & Briggs-Gowan, 2009). Research has demonstrated co-morbidity with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), autism and other psychopathology but also SPD can exist in isolation. (Van Hulle, Schmidt, & Goldsmith, 2012). In regards to the brain both white and grey matter studies have been performed. Historically, the underlying basis for SPD implicates both primary sensory cortical areas and higher level cortical regions sub serving multi-modal sensory integration and processing (Owen et al., 2013). Specifically, the posterior parietal cortex and superior temporal sulcus are involved in auditory-tactile integration, whereas dorsolateral prefrontal cortex helps mediate attentional control (Brett-Green et al., 2008; Chait et al., 2010). Traditionally, these areas of mostly grey matter have been examined in regard to their role in the sensory system and overall their involvement in sensory integration. However, recent research has started to focus on white matter abnormalities and sensory processing.

In one study by Owen et al. (2013) the researchers used DTI to examine certain areas of the brain containing white matter including the corpus callosum and thalamus.
Similar to other DTI studies previously highlighted the researchers used FA and MD as some of the variables associated with examining white mater microstructural integrity. In summary these researchers compared a small group of children with SPD and a small group of normally developing children (TDC). There results indicated significant differences ($p=0.02$) after corrections for multiple comparisons in FA and MD between the experimental group and the TDC group in the areas of the splenuim and isthmus of the corpus callosum and the left posterior thalamic radiations, left posterior corona radiate and the left superior longitudinal fasciculus. Of most interest are the white matter abnormalities seen in this study in regard to the thalamus and corpus callosum, considering their previously highlighted roles in the human sensory system and their susceptibleness to damage from a concussion. An additional component of this study also examined correlations of these white matter abnormalities and atypical sensory behavior as extracted by their scores on the parent report Sensory Profile (SP) (Dunn & Westman 1997). The SP for children is a parent report questionnaire which measures behavioral sensory differences, producing scores within individual sensory domains and a total score. Their findings indicated after correction for multiple comparisons significant correlations were found in predominantly posterior white matter areas. Specifically, Owen et al. (2013) noted that in this study DTI microstructural parameters were closely correlated with sensory profile scores in those central white matter pathways known to be involved in primary sensory information transmission, such as the CC sub serving unimodal and multimodal sensory processing.

A second recent study by Chang et al. (2016) suggests similar white matter microstructural abnormalities associated with SPD. In this larger study, the researchers
had a total of 80 subjects divided into two groups, children with SPD and typically developing children. Again using FA and MD as some of the variables, these researchers found strong decreases in white matter microstructural integrity in posterior projections and commissural tracts of the bilateral posterior thalamic radiations and the splenium of the corpus callosum, which contains all the primary sensory projection pathways excluding olfaction and connect homologous sensory cortical regions et al., Additionally, their findings included abnormalities in the retrolenticular area of the right internal capsule, an important structure containing visual and auditory projection fibers. Overall in this study microstructural integrity was noted to be disrupted extensively, but with a posterior bias, throughout the white matter of the subjects identified with SPD (Chang et al., 2016).

Consistent with other studies examining white matter abnormalities and SPD is the results of a study done by Demopoulos et al. (2015) which examined 20 adult subjects with either complete or partial agenesis of the corpus callosum and the presence of atypical sensory processing. The researchers used the Adolescent/Adult Sensory Profile (ASP), which is a 60-item self-report questionnaire which characterizes sensory experiences and behavior and evaluates their impact on functional abilities and daily life (Brown & Dunn, 2002). In summary participants reported measurable differences in multiple aspects of sensory processing using the ASP tool. The largest difference was in the quadrant of low sensory registration, suggesting individuals with agenesis of the corpus callosum may require sensory information to be presented more slowly or at a higher intensity for adequate processing.
In summary the corpus callosum is one of the major white matter areas of the brain that can be damaged during a concussion and evidence indicates its role in the sensory system and specifically sensory processing is well established. (Messe et al., 2010; Messe et al., 2012). Disrupted interhemispheric function likely affects not only the movement of information from one hemisphere to the other but also contralateral inhibition of homologous cortex during sensory processing tasks which are highly lateralized, such as auditory processing leading to speech (Demopoulos et al., 2013).

In addition such reduced neuroanatomical capacity for information exchange is thought to have a negative impact on sensory processing and subsequently, the cognitive processes that rely on rapid integration of sensory information. This can affect all aspects of functioning for individuals with such neurologically compromised corpus callosum. Such diffuse damage to the corpus callosum is theorized to be one of the underlying mechanisms for sensory processing dysfunction in the adult concussion population.

Clinically, SPD research can be challenging due to the difficulty in eliminated confounding variables especially possible pre-morbid sensory processing difficulties. For example, in a study with children by Galvin, Froude, and Imms (2009) the researchers used a prospective descriptive design with a convenience sampling of 20 children to investigate atypical sensory processing in a pediatric TBI population. Although strong evidence ($p < .001$) indicated that the percentage of children with TBI who demonstrated sensory processing difficulties was greater than children in the normative sample derived from the Sensory Profile such studies have limitations. First, retrospective measurement of preinjury status is difficult, and parents have been
reported to provide more positive ratings of their child’s preinjury behavior after traumatic injuries (Aitken, Mele, & Barrett, 2004). Thus, it is possible that some of the children had atypical sensory processing before the injury. Second, because of convenience sampling and the small number of participants the generalizability of the findings to other children with TBI is limited. Finally, this study had a high percentage of children with a more severe TBI with Glasgow Coma Scale scores ranging from 3-10. For example, 10 of the 20 participants were admitted with the lowest possible score of 3. Thus, these clinical findings would not be unexpected considering the amount of cortical damage that participants experienced with these severe injuries as indicated by their low Glasgow Coma Scale scores.

Similar factors must also be considered when exploring SPD in the adult population. The most important factor is the historical perspective on whether these adults were diagnosed with SPD or experienced difficulties in sensory processing as a child. As May-Benson and Kinnealey (2012) suggest young adults and adults do not “grow out” of their sensory difficulties. An example of this phenomenon was found in a study by (May-Benson & Patane 2010). These researchers used a qualitative approach and found adults seeking occupational therapy sensory integration services for the first time reported remarkably little change in their signs and symptoms of sensory dysfunctions from childhood to adulthood. The effects that these sensory processing challenges have on quality of life and function for these individuals can be substantial. For example, Koomar (2012) used qualitative methods and interviewed adults with SPD and found sensory processing issues negatively affected their quality of life. In addition as May-Benson and Kinnealey (2012) highlights adults with SPD experience a lifetime of living
with adverse sensory functioning which can shape their perceptions of the world and create possible issues with their emotional and mental health. Considering this historical perspective in regards to SPD and the adult population, the methodology of this research study included collecting past medical history pertaining to any previous diagnosis or treatment for SPD or any related sensory processing deficits, although as previously outlined such retrospective analysis of preinjury status can be difficult to accurately ascertain.

Much debate remains regarding the validity of SPD and the lack of uniformity of nomenclature. The use of SPD as a separate diagnosis in children continues to be a controversy topic. One study by Davies and Gavin (2007) used EEG technology and found children with SPD demonstrated less sensory gating than children who were typically developing. They found a significant relationship between sensory gating and age for typically developing children but not in children with SPD. In addition, brain activity correctly distinguished children with SPD from children who were typically developing with 86% accuracy. However, SPD was not included in the DSM-5 as a separate diagnostic category; although sensory processing challenges are noted as one of the diagnostic criteria for autism (Critz, Blake, & Nogueira, 2015). The American Academy of Pediatrics (2012) recommends that pediatricians not use sensory processing disorder as a diagnosis secondary to lack of a universally excepted framework for such diagnosis. Secondary to these recommendations the PI for this study did not classify observed sensory processing dysfunction as SPD although patterns of sensory processing deficits were able to be identified and explored scientifically using the proposed research methods.
Chapter III

METHODS

Type of Study

This study used a clinical (non-experimental), prospective, cross-sectional, and quantitative design with descriptive, inferential and correlations components. The descriptive and inferential components examined the phenomena of sensory processing in an adult concussion population. The correlation component examined the relationships between sensory processing, quality of life and everyday function sensory processing. Operationally, the diagnosis of concussion, the independent variable, will be defined in this study by an official diagnosis from a medical physician while the dependent variable of sensory processing will be defined as performance scores on instruments to measure sensory processing. Operationally, the dependent variables of quality of life and everyday function will be defined as performance scores on instruments to measure quality of life and everyday function in the concussion population.

Participants

Participants that were receiving occupational therapy were recruited from the Ambulatory Care Center at NYU Langone Medical Center.
Inclusion Criteria

The following inclusion criteria were used to determine participant selection:

- 18-79 years of age
- Cognitive and language skills sufficient to comprehend multi-step directions
- Cognitively be able to consent to participate in research study
- Medical diagnosis of concussion within 1 year of consent ing date (history of multiple concussions will NOT exclude from study)
- Able to speak and read in English

Exclusion Criteria

The following exclusion criteria were used to determine participant selection:

- Past medical history of sensory processing disorder or other related sensory processing deficits
- Past medical history of any neurological condition that would affect the sensory system including but not limited to stroke, spinal cord injury or any peripheral nervous system conditions

Recruitment Procedures

IRB approval for this study was received from both New York University Langone Medical Center (Study # i16-01468) (Appendix A) and Hackensack Meridian Health System (Study # 2018-0260) (Appendix B). Both male and female participants were recruited for the study. Minimal demographic data were collected and was used in the analysis of results. All participants in this study were between the ages of 18-62 years
old. There was no racial or ethnic restriction to this study. Data on racial/ethnic origin was not be collected by the researcher. Patients who were referred to outpatient occupational therapy at the Ambulatory Care Center at NYULMC with a medical diagnosis of concussion was initially evaluated on their first visit by an occupational therapists as standard protocol. These occupational therapists introduced the study to potential subjects at the conclusion of their therapy evaluation. If potential subjects verbally agreed to participate then the PI contacted the potential subjects to confirm initial interest in participation and scheduled a time for consent and screening for the study. If the participant did not meet the inclusion and exclusion criteria then they were considered a screen failure and did not participate in the study.

**Figure 3. Schematic Design of Research Protocol**

- Concussion patients completed OT outpatient evaluation as normal protocol and at the completion of this evaluation were educated and informed of study.
- If patients verbally demonstrated interest and agreed to be contacted.
- PI contacted prospective participants and ascertained their interest and scheduled additional research visits for consent, screening and completion of assessments. These research study visits were separate visits from their therapy treatment visits.
- After consenting and meeting the inclusion/exclusion criteria research participants completed clinical assessments within two weeks of initial OT evaluation.
Sampling

Sampling for the study was done through a convenience and consecutive model and occurred at NYLMC, a nationally ranked academic medical center. For Hypothesis #1 priori G* power analysis was performed with an effect size of 0.50, and p value of 0.05 (one-tailed test) indicated a sample size of 27 subjects would be needed obtain a power of 0.80.

Outcome Measures

The sensory processing variable was assessed using the Adult Sensory Profile (ASP) and the Adult Sensory Processing Scale (ASPS). The ASP assessment tool was developed by Brown and Dunn (2001) and contains a 60 item self-report scale designed to measure adolescent and adult behaviors and performance in relation to sensory processing. The tool characterizes both the neurological thresholds and behavior responses to sensory information. The items on the ASP are organized and presented as a patient self-reporting assessment tool according to the following sensory processing categories; taste/smell, movement, visual, touch, auditory and activity level. Based upon Dunn’s (1997) Model of Sensory Processing the responses are categorized and scored and associated with certain quadrants; low registration, sensation seeking, sensory sensitivity and sensation avoiding. In addition, based upon the scores, a neurological threshold continuum (low and high) and a behavioral/self-regulation continuum (passive or active) is created. The ASP provides cut-off scores for each quadrant and a quadrant profile. The cut-off scores are derived from research data and allows for comparison of an individual’s sensory processing skills and responses with
normative population data. A unique characteristic of this tool is the ability to provide cut-off scores for comparisons of two age groups, 18-64 and 65 years of age and older.

Several psychometric analyses were performed by Brown, Tollefson, Dunn, and Cromwell (2001) on the ASP including reliability and construct validity. First, item reliability was examined by computing coefficient alpha, an internal consistency estimate for each quadrant with coefficient alpha ranging from (.77 to .82) for the four subscales. This score indicates moderate-strong internal consistency. Second, item reliability was examined using the correlation of each item in a subscale with the total score for each ASP subscale using Pearson product-moment correlations. The results indicated only two items did not have their highest correlation on the intended subscale. Construct validity was examined using physiological skin conductance measures. Amplitude and frequency of a skin conductance response can be used as a measure of attentional response allocation and processing of sensory stimulus (Dawson, Filion, & Schell, 1989). One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to examine the differences among the four groups of participants with the results indicating significant differences (p=.001) in responsivity across the four groups: sensory sensitivity, sensation avoiding, low registration and sensation seeking suggesting adequate construct validity for these distant subscales.

The second outcome measurement tool that was administered in this study was the Adult Sensory Processing Scale (ASPS). This is a relatively recently developed tool by Blanche, Purham, Chang, & Mallison (2014) designed to measure specific sensory systems and sensory processing. The ASPS is a self-report assessment tool designed to measure behavioral responses that are indicative of sensory processing challenges
in five sensory systems: tactile, proprioceptive, vestibular, auditory and visual (Blanche, Parham, Chang, & Mallinson, 2014). Overall it has been proven to be a valid tool for identifying patterns of sensory responsiveness linked to distinct sensory systems in adult while identifying specific patterns of responsiveness (over responsiveness, under responsiveness and sensory seeking) within sensory systems. During the development of this tool item structure, construct hierarchy and measurement precision was examined using Rasch analysis. Results from this psychometric tool testing reveals good levels person separation reliability (PSR) with a .89 (interpreted similarly to a Cronbach’s α) suggesting the tool has good measurement precision (Bond & Fox, 2007). In addition instrument internal consistency was established with a Cronbach’s α reliability coefficient for all factors and total factors. Total factor analysis produced α=.87 which is considered strong (Kline, 2000) with α for each tool item comprising the factors ranging from .6 to .8 which is considered acceptable. Overall initial psychometric findings indicate that this tool has adequate internal consistency, strong content validity and acceptable construct validity (Blanche, Parham, Chang, & Mallison, 2014).

The third and fourth outcome tools that used explored quality of life variables. The Quality of Life After Brain Injury (QOLIBRI) and the Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS) was administered after the completion of the sensory processing outcomes tools. The QOLIBRI tool was completed by the research participant in a self-report method. The tool provides information about a patient’s subjective perception of their well-being and health related quality of life after sustaining a TBI. The QOLIBRI is the first disease-specific scale to assess health related quality of life in the TBI population. It is comprised of 37 items in four satisfaction scales; cognition, self, daily life and autonomy
and social relationships, and two bothered scales, emotions and physical problems. Psychometric testing was performed by von Steinbuchel et al. (2010) on the QOLIBRI scales with it meeting standard psychometric criteria (internal consistency, $\alpha = 0.75$-$0.89$, test-retest reliability, $\alpha = 0.78$-$0.85$). Test-retest reliability ($\alpha = 0.68$-$0.87$) as well as internal consistency ($\alpha = 0.81$-$0.91$) were also acceptable in a subgroup of participants with lower cognitive performance. The SWLS was the fourth outcome tool given to the research participants (Diener, Emmons, Larsen, & Griffin, 1985). This tool assessed perceived life satisfaction using a short 5-item questionnaire. The SWLS demonstrated acceptable levels of internal consistency reliability ($\alpha = .88$) along with good levels of convergent validity and discriminant validity (Kobau, Sniezek, Zack, Lucas, & Burns, 2010). These tools were used to examine possible correlations between performance on the ASP and ASPS and quality of life measurement tools.

The fifth outcome tool used in this study was the Functional Status Examination (FSE). This tool is designed to measure change in activities of everyday life as a function of an event or illness. The tool has a total of 10 domains encompassing physical, social and psychological areas. The tool is administrated by way of self-report and if needed interview. Each domain is scored on a scale of 0-3, with 0 signifying no change from preinjury to a 3 indicating individual is dependent for activities associated with this domain or does not perform activities. The tool has favorable psychometric properties including good test-retest reliability ($r = 0.80$) and good levels of construct and criterion validity when compared to the Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS) and the SF-36 (Dikeman, Machamer, Miller, Doctor, & Temkin, 2001).
Chapter IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results

As seen in Figure 4, 127 concussion patients were prescreened by study team members. The prescreening included the following inclusion criteria: age between 18-79 years of age and medical diagnosis of concussion. Out of the 127 patients, 83 of the patients were not referred to the PI see Figure 4. Forty-four of the patients met the prescreening criteria and were referred to the PI for consenting and formal screening. 13 of the 44 did not meet the full inclusion criteria and were deemed screen failures and were dropped from the study. These screen failures consisted of medical chart review resulting in these 13 having previous or current other medical conditions that may have affected their sensory system as is indicated in the formal exclusion criteria. The remaining 31 participants began the research study with 3 of the participants not completing all assessments. Thus 28 participants were included in the final analysis. The data analysis included descriptive, inferential and correlative statistics using SPSS version 25 (IBM Corp., 2017).
Figure 4. Consort Diagram

- Prescreened for eligibility (n=127)
  - Excluded (n=83)
    - Not Interested (n=34)
    - > Then 1 year post-concussion (n=39)
    - Age out of inclusion age range (n=10)
- Study Allocation (n=44)
  - Screen Failures Due to Not Meeting all Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria (n=11)
- Study Allocation (n=31)
- Study Drop-Out (n=3)
- Participants Completing Study (n=28)
Descriptive Analysis

The total sample size was $N=28$, with the average age of 36.4 ($SD=12.9$) and age range of 19-62 years old. 67.8% ($n=19$) of the sample was female and 32.2% ($n=9$) was male. The average time period from concussion to research visit was 98.8 days with a range from 32-300 days. In regard to employment 53.5% ($n=15$) of the participants classified themselves as short-term disabled, 27.5% ($n=8$) were employed, 14.2% ($n=4$) were attending college and 3.5% ($n=1$) were retired. 25.0% ($n=7$) of the participants had a medical history of previous concussions.

A post hoc power analysis was completed using G* power version 3.1.9.4. (Faul, Buchner, Erdfelder, & Lang, 2007). Using the ASP tool as the primary outcome measure for this analysis with an associated Glass Delta effect size of 0.89, $p$ value ($<0.05$) and a one sample $t$ test statistical procedure, the post hoc power was .99 greatly exceeding the original power in the a priori power analysis of .80

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>67.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>32.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Primary Research Question #1: Do individuals with a diagnosis of post-concussion experience greater amounts of sensory processing deficits as compared to the normal population? The planned analysis for this research question was a one sample t test examining the scores on the ASP and ASPS to normative data for these assessments. An individual one sample t test was performed for each sub-group in the assessments as they related to the different types of sensory processing. The key assumption underlining the one sample t test is data normality for the research group. (Elliott & Woodward, 2007). Normality was established for 82% (n=9) of the sub-groups’ categories for the ASPS and 100% of the quadrants for the ASP using Sharpio-Wilk test for normality. The Sharpio-Wilk test is the preferred test for establishing normality for small sample sizes where N is less than 50 (Laerd Statistics, 2019). The Over Responsive to Auditory Input ASPS subgroup had a mild departure from normality, (p=0.033), thus a parametric one sample t test was still used for this analysis. Considering the other subgroup, Under Responsive to Auditory (Seeking) had a significant departure from normality, (p<0.000) further analysis was not performed. A
non-parametric analysis was not possible due to the median of the normative data set not available in the literature for comparison.

The results of the ASP one sample t test are seen in Table 3, while the results for the ASPS one sample t test is seen in Table 4. As Table 3 indicates research participants exhibited statistically mean differences in all four quadrants of the ASP as compared to the normative data. As Table 4 indicates the research participants exhibited statistical mean differences in 50% of the ASPS subcategories (n=5).

Table 3

Results for ASP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASP Quadrant</th>
<th>Sharpio-Wilk P Value</th>
<th>ASP Research Group Mean/SD</th>
<th>ASP Normative Group Mean/SD</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Registration</td>
<td>0.582</td>
<td>40.52 (10.21)</td>
<td>30.29 (6.25)</td>
<td>p&lt;0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensation Seeking</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>42.96 (8.29)</td>
<td>49.91 (6.83)</td>
<td>p&lt;0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory Sensitivity</td>
<td>0.644</td>
<td>40.52 (10.12)</td>
<td>33.71 (7.63)</td>
<td>p&lt;0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensation Avoiding</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>45.52 (10.21)</td>
<td>34.57 (7.34)</td>
<td>p&lt;0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 4

**Results for ASPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub Groups for ASPS</th>
<th>Sharpio-Wilk P Value</th>
<th>ASPS Research Group Mean</th>
<th>ASPS Normative Mean</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Over Responsive to Vestibular Input</td>
<td>p=0.752</td>
<td>19.89 (5.58)</td>
<td>15.77</td>
<td>p&lt;0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Over Responsive to Auditory Input</td>
<td>p=0.033</td>
<td>26.55 (6.86)</td>
<td>20.05</td>
<td>p&lt;0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Over Responsive to Visual Input</td>
<td>p=0.103</td>
<td>18.96 (7.02)</td>
<td>15.53</td>
<td>p=0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Over Responsive to Tactile</td>
<td>p=0.925</td>
<td>10.57 (3.01)</td>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>p=0.215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Proprioceptive Seeking (Under)</td>
<td>p=0.070</td>
<td>12.17 (5.15)</td>
<td>11.80</td>
<td>p=0.350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. General Under Responsive</td>
<td>p=0.604</td>
<td>12.03</td>
<td>9.03</td>
<td>p&lt;0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Vestibular-Proprioceptive Motor/Postural</td>
<td>p=0.402</td>
<td>11.89 (3.77)</td>
<td>13.18</td>
<td>p=0.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Under Responsive to Auditory</td>
<td>p&lt;0.000*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Over Responsive to Tactile</td>
<td>p=0.402</td>
<td>6.92 (2.44)</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>p=0.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Over Responsive to Vestibular</td>
<td>p=0.164</td>
<td>9.17 (3.33)</td>
<td>7.56</td>
<td>p&lt;0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Over Responsive to Tactile (Clothing)</td>
<td>p=0.529</td>
<td>7.64 (3.39)</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>p=0.403</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Denotes a Sharipo-Wilk p value < 0.000 indicates significant departure from data normality*
Effect size was calculated for the results of the four quadrants of the ASP from the research group data and compared to the normative data for the ASP as seen in Table 7. Glass Delta was used to calculate these effect sizes secondary to large variances in the N of the samples and differences between the SD of the two sample groups (Laird Statistics, 2018). This was done by calculating the difference between the means of the quadrant scores and normative data associated with the quadrants and dividing it by the SD of the normative data sample group. Effect size was not calculated for the ASPS subgroups secondary to limited normative necessary SD data available in the literature.

Table 5

*ASP Quadrant Effect Size*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASP Quadrant</th>
<th>Glass Delta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Registration</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory Seeking</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory Sensitivity</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory Avoiding</td>
<td>1.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Secondary Research Question #2**: Is there a relationship between scores on the sensory processing assessments and the scores on the outcome tools designed to measure QOL and everyday function? The planned analysis for this is a bivariate correlation examining relationships between the ASP and ASPS scores with the perceived quality of life (as measured by the QOLBRI and SWLS) and everyday function (as measured by the FSE) using Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient. Considering the hypothesis associated with research question #1, these correlation analyses included the individual quadrants scores of the ASP and the 5 subgroups for the ASPS that demonstrated statistical significance. Preliminary analysis was performed to ensure no violation of the assumptions of normality and linearity. Normality was assessed using Sharpio-Wilk test as seen in Table 3 & 4, and linearity was established using visual inspections of scatterplots of the variables.

Table 6

**ASP Correlations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASP Total Score and Quandrants</th>
<th>QOLBRI</th>
<th>SLS</th>
<th>FSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Registration</td>
<td>(r = .169)</td>
<td>(r = - .037)</td>
<td>(r = .625)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(p = 0.465)</td>
<td>(p = 0.851)</td>
<td>(p = 0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory Seeking</td>
<td>(r = - .217)</td>
<td>(r = 0.356)</td>
<td>(r = -.429)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(p = 0.345)</td>
<td>(p = 0.081)</td>
<td>(p = 0.032)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory Sensitivity</td>
<td>(r = .235)</td>
<td>(r = - .356)</td>
<td>(r = .690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(p = 0.305)</td>
<td>(p = 0.810)</td>
<td>(p &lt; 0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory Avoiding</td>
<td>(r = .240)</td>
<td>(r = - .335)</td>
<td>(r = .510)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(p = 0.295)</td>
<td>(p = 0.102)</td>
<td>(p = 0.009)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. \(r\) represents Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient value
Table 7

ASPS Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASPS Subgroup</th>
<th>QOLIBRI ( r = .365 )</th>
<th>SWLS  ( r = .169 )</th>
<th>FSE ( r = .579 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Over Responsive to Vestibular Input</td>
<td>( p = 0.087 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.391 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.002 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over Responsive to Auditory Input</td>
<td>( r = .546 )</td>
<td>( r = .304 )</td>
<td>( r = .628 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Under Responsive</td>
<td>( r = .001 )</td>
<td>( r = .087 )</td>
<td>( r = .280 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over Responsive to Visual Input</td>
<td>( p = 0.995 )</td>
<td>( p = .659 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.157 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over Responsive to Vestibular</td>
<td>( r = .053 )</td>
<td>( r = -.019 )</td>
<td>( r = .464 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to explore the prevalence of sensory processing deficits in a concussion patient population along with exploring possible relationships between sensory processing deficits and QOL and everyday function indicators. Driving this line of scientific inquiry was the PI’s previously collected anecdotal patient report information indicating the possibility that post-concussion patients were experiencing sensory processing challenges which may have been impacting their quality of life and everyday function. Using this anecdotal information a non-experimental clinical design was used to investigate this phenomenon.

As Table 2 indicates the average time from diagnosis of concussion to actual research sessions was 98 days. This demographic variable is essential in
understanding the chronic nature of concussion recovery and post-concussion syndrome. This demographic also reinforces the rational for this study, as the majority of concussed individuals continue to experience post-concussion syndrome symptomology months after their concussion, including sensory processing deficits. Often these symptoms are the impetuous for them to seek rehabilitative interventions at the Concussion Center at NYULMC.

The final sample size from this study, \( N=28 \) exceeded the a priori power analysis required size of \( N=27 \) by one participant for the primary hypothesis. As previously noted, the sample sizes for the normative data were significantly larger than the research sample size for this study. Specifically, normative sample size for the ASP was \( N=496 \), and normative sample size was \( N=491 \) for the ASPS. Some levels of homogeneity existed between the normative data and the research group in regard to age of participants. For the ASPS tool the mean age for the participants in the normative data set was 37.1 \((SD=12.8)\) whereas the mean age in the research group was 36.4 \((SD=12.9)\). In regard to gender, some levels of homogeneity existed between the normative data set for the ASPS tool and research group. In the research group 67.8\% \((n=19)\) of the sample were female and 32.2\% \((n=9)\) were male whereas 64.3\% \((n=298)\) were female 35.7\% \((n=193)\) were male in the normative data set for the ASPS.

The literature consistently describes a higher proportion of females experiencing concussions and the resulting symptomology. For example, as compared to their male counterparts, female athletes appear to be at a greater risk of sustaining a concussion and they exhibit a higher number of symptoms in the acute phase, and typically requiring a longer recovery time (Kostyun & Hafeez, 2015; Preiss-Farzanegan,
Broshek et al. (2005) reported concussed females experienced greater declines in cognitive function and indicated a greater number of symptoms both subjectively and objectively as compared concussed males. Consistent with the literature the proportion of both eligible pre-screened concussed individuals 69.2% \((n=88)\) and the research group 67.8% \((n=19)\) was heavily skewed to the female gender.

The etiology of such disparities seems to be related to the difference in brain connectivity between males and females. Research has demonstrated that males tend to be more single hemispheric dependent for many tasks, while females tend to more bi-hemispheric dependent (Nowicka & Fersten, 2001). Integrated bi-hemispheric activity requires an intact corpus callosum to relay information to both hemispheres. As previously outlined, the CC is a major structure that has been shown to be susceptible to damage following a concussion. A study done by Charnard, Lefebvre, Lasssonde, and Theort (2016) examined long term abnormalities in the CC of female concussed athlete. Using DTI imaging, the researchers compared a group of 8 healthy unconcussed females to a group of 10 females six months post-concussion. The CC for the concussed females displayed compromised axonal function mainly in the areas that projected into the parietal and temporal lobes of the brain. In conclusion, the CC is the primary structure connecting the left and right hemispheres. Because females rely on greater interhemispheric connections as compared to males, any disruption to this neural network from axonal damage may be the cause of more severe and prolonged symptomology experienced by females who have sustained a concussion (Solomito, Reuman, & Wang, 2019).
For the first research question the primary research hypothesis can be accepted because there was a significant difference between all four of the ASP quadrants scores for the research group as compared to the normative sample group (p< 0.000). The effect size for this comparison was quite large ranging from (.89 to 1.63) for the four different ASP quadrants as seen in Table 7. As Sawilowsky (2009) indicates these effect sizes for the ASP analysis is classified as very large and represents a significant amount of standard deviation when measuring the difference between these groups. Examining each quadrant score and their relationship to each other and to overall human sensory processing can further highlight possible sensory system dysfunction. For example, individuals who are experiencing overall sensory sensitivity exceeding their neurological threshold or comfort zone would most likely experience more sensory avoidance to reduce overall sensory input. The study results demonstrate this is indeed what occurred with research participants experiencing both statistically significant differences in sensory sensitivity and sensory avoidance. More importantly is the functional aspect of this dysfunction, whereas such sensory sensitivity and subsequent sensory avoidance could impact individual’s engagement in their environment and their everyday function in activities of daily living. Another example can be seen with the ASP quadrants of sensory sensitivity and sensory seeking. If an individual is experiencing sensory hypersensitivity then they may not engage in appropriate levels of sensory seeking behaviors in a desire to limit sensory input that may be interpreted by the central nervous system as excessive or problematic. The study results support this frame of reference as research participants experienced both statistically significant differences in sensory sensitivity and sensory seeking. Specifically, participants
experienced a statistically higher amount of sensory sensitivity while experiencing a statistically significant lower amount of sensory seeking.  

Further evidence to support the acceptance of the primary hypothesis is the results of the scores for the ASPS. This tool examined sensory processing related to five of the sensory systems: vestibular, auditory, visual, tactile and proprioception. This tool classified participants as either experiencing over responsive, under responsive or normal levels of responsiveness. The findings of this study identify that participants experienced statistically significant differences in the areas of over responsiveness to vestibular ($p<0.000$), auditory ($p<0.000$) and visual ($p=0.007$) sensory input while also demonstrating significant difference in overall under responsiveness ($p<0.000$). Although these results on the surface may contradict one another, when we examine how individuals might respond to more chronic over-responsiveness in certain sensory systems these results seem plausible. Individuals experiencing chronic over-responsiveness in a certain sensory system may have dysfunction in the CNS ability to regulate the balance between sensory habituation and sensitization thus producing unconscious or conscious overall under-responsiveness to certain sensory environments as a mechanism to create less sensory input.

In addition, this information is quite valuable because it demonstrates particular areas of sensory processing dysfunction as they relate to specific sensory systems. An example of this can be found in the statistically significant finding in the area of over responsiveness to visual input, most likely resulting from participants’ sensitivity with different types of light and glare along with monocular/binocular eye function used in such activities reading and computer use. Such detailed sensory processing
assessment information could be valuable to both the post-concussed individual and to rehabilitation professionals as they may be able to develop specific rehabilitation protocols to address such sensory processing deficits either through compensatory or remediation techniques.

The secondary research question explored in this study sought to determine whether there were any relationships between noted sensory processing dysfunction as indicated by the participant’s scores on the ASP and ASPS and the QOLIBRI, SWLS, and the FSE. Based upon the study findings the research hypothesis can be accepted as there were some levels of small correlations between the sensory processing outcome tools and the QOL outcome tools and more moderate to stronger correlations between the sensory processing outcome tools scores and the outcome tool measuring everyday function.

Using Cohen’s (1983) correlation guidelines and examining the results of the APS and QOL and everyday function outcomes, 25% (n=3) of the r coefficient variable fell into the large correlation range, 25% (n=3) fell into the medium correlation range, 34% (n=4), fell into the small correlation range while 16% (n=2) showed no correlations between these variables as seen in Table 5. Interestingly, the strongest ASP correlations were found when comparing to the FSE outcome variable. All four of these correlations, between the four quadrants for the ASP and the FSE demonstrated moderate to strong positive correlations. The higher the score on the FSE the more dependent an individual is in their everyday function thus this positive correlation would be expected. The smallest set of correlations were seen with the APS and the QOLIBRI outcome tool. All correlations between the quadrants of the ASP and QOLIBRI were in
the small range. A most interesting correlation was found between the sensory sensitivity quadrant and the SLWS and FSE outcome measures. There was a moderate ($r=-.356$, $p=0.810$) negative correlation between this ASP quadrant and the SLWS and a strong positive correlation between this ASP quadrant and the FSE ($r=.690$, $p<0.000$). These would be expected results as increases in sensory sensitivity has the potential to negatively impact QOL for individuals. In addition, increased sensory sensitivity also has the potential to impact levels of assistance needed during everyday function.

When examining the results of the ASPS and the QOL and everyday function outcomes variables similar correlations are present particularly for the ASPS and FSE outcome results. Correlation analyses were performed for the five ASPA subgroups that showed statistical significance for the primary hypothesis as seen in Table 6. These results indicate a range of correlation coefficients from $r=.280$ to $r=.628$ for the five ASPS subgroups and the FSE outcome measure. 80% ($n=4$) of the subgroups had a moderate to strong positive coefficient. There was one noticeable data outlier demonstrating a moderate positive correlation between the ASPS over-responsiveness to auditory input and the QOLIBRI, ($r=.546$, $p=0.007$) and SWLS, ($r=.304$, $p=.304$) outcome measures. Typically, we would expect such over-responsiveness to possibly negatively impact scores on these two QOL indicators. In summary all of the correlation analyses need to be viewed with caution as the sample size was small for a typical correlation analysis and the $p$ values had significant variations among the different Person correlation coefficient analyses, indicating inconsistent levels of confidence that the correlation analysis results would have occurred by chance. Although such caution is warranted clearly there is some level of scientific support that sensory processing dysfunction may
be associated with lower levels of everyday function and dependence as demonstrated by the FSE for individual suffering from post-concussion syndrome? Both sensory processing outcomes tools demonstrated a majority of either moderate to strong correlations to the FSE outcome measure. In addition, although not as frequent or as strong there were some small-moderate correlations between the presence of sensory processing dysfunction and QOL indicators as measured by the QOLIBRI and SWLS. In conclusion considering that 53.5% of the research participants reported experiencing short-term disability resulting from the concussion the association between sensory processing dysfunction and everyday function should be further investigated in future studies.
Chapter V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

This study was grounded in the theoretical model of brain function specificity and resulting brain dysfunction and symptomology following a concussion. The results indicate that post-concussion individuals may be experiencing greater amounts of sensory processing dysfunction as compared to normative population data. In addition, the results suggest that there may be some associations between the presence of such sensory processing dysfunction and QOL and everyday function.

Limitations

Similar to all research this study had limitations in design and analysis. This prospective, non-experimental, cross sectional design had threats to both internal and external validity.

Internal validity considerations. Many extraneous factors could have contributed to this study’s findings. First, a convenience and consecutive sampling mechanism was used to recruit study participants. A selection effect could have occurred resulting in confounding variables with the research group that were not able to be controlled. For example although attempts were made to screen individuals who may have had a
conditions affecting sensory processing we cannot rule out that some of the individuals in the research group had previous history of sensory processing challenges that would have impacted the study results.

Second, all of the outcome tools were some variation of self-report. Response bias is a widely discussed phenomenon in behavioral and healthcare research where self-reported data are used; it occurs when individuals offer self-assessed measure of some phenomenon (Rosenman, Tennekon, & Hill, 2011). As Rosenman, Tennekon, and Hill, (2011) suggests there are many reasons individuals might offer biased estimated of self-assessed behaviors, ranging from misunderstanding of what a proper measurement is to social-desirability bias. Such response bias is most concerning to researchers when data collection is done after an intervention. Although certainly a possibility, considering this design was non-experimental, response bias was hopefully minimized by the PI by being present during the completion of the outcome tools and through the detailed instructions the participants received when completing the outcome tools. A third internal validity concern were the possible experimenter effects the PI had on the behavior of the research participants. This was minimized by the PI using a set script to describe each outcome measure and specific instructions for each measure.

**External Validity.** The research design used could have produced a participant group that does not truly represent a post-concussion syndrome population. For example, the participants may have been biased in their agreement to participate or could have been influenced to participate by other factors. The overall generalizability of the study results is limited to a sample of post-concussion individuals who have post-concussion
syndrome symptomology which have not resolved in the traditional 7-10-day concussion recovery period and who are actively participating in outpatient rehabilitation.

**Design Limitations**

**Research Question 1**

A one sample t test was used to compare results from the ASP and ASPS to normative data population data. There are no assurances that sample characteristics from the research group were identical to the normative group which may have resulted in sampling error. As a result interpretations from one sample t tests should be viewed with caution. For example SD normative data is not included in the one sample t test thus sampling errors cannot be ruled out when interpreting one sample t tests.

**Research Question 2**

Correlation studies have inherent limitations which is the case with this particular study. Correlation findings in this study do not imply any causation between sensory processing deficits and QOL and everyday function. Clearly, other contributory factors could have influenced these findings. Some of these factors are known and some of these factors may be unknown to the PI. In conclusion, as Portney and Watkins (2010) indicate the application of correlation findings to clinical decision making must be considered carefully secondary to the limited amount of information such analysis yields about the actual nature of the phenomena being studied.
Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to attempt to address a literature gap in understanding post-concussion syndrome sensory processing symptomology and possible associations with individual’s QOL and everyday function. The findings from this study, along with the chronic nature of the observed sensory processing deficits reveals the importance for all medical and rehabilitative practitioners to increase their knowledge about the prevalence of such deficits in order to properly identify and provide rehabilitation interventions to address these deficits. This will hopefully result in improved rehabilitation and functional outcomes for this population.

Future Research

This study produces a theoretical foundation for the development of effective compensatory and remediation rehabilitation interventions for individuals experiencing post-concussion syndrome sensory processing deficits. Efficacy research studies for these interventions should be prioritized as part of a post-concussion evidence-based rehabilitation practice model.

It is also recommended for future exploratory studies to use a larger sample size so the generalizability of the findings can be expanded. Within these future exploratory studies expanding the outcome measure to use both self-report and performance-based measures to measure sensory processing may increase the level of study internal validity.
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